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Art And the Death of  Ego:

Let’s just get this out of  the way at the outset. No matter 
how little you think you’ve been blessed by the art 
fairy, or how talented you think you are, there’s room 
for everyone to improve. We’re all good at making 
something, be it stick people, toasted PBJs with banana 
slices, or any fashion combination that successfully 
integrates Costco bluejeans. Everyone makes 
something. Making stuff  is a sort of  power trip. When 
you arrange shapes and forms into something new, 
there’s never been anything like it before. It’s a one-off . 
Unique. And even if  it’s ugly as hell, there’s something 
to the realization that the universe has never, and will 
never, see anything quite like it again. Introducing to 
the world a new object made by your hand will set into 
motion a curious spectrum of  emotional states ranging 
from, “That’s pretty badass looking,” to, “What the hell 
was I thinking when I made this piece of  shit?” If  your 
art encounters fall more into the latter, it’s important 
to mute the judgement voice for a second and focus on 
creation; the process. Sorry to burst your bubble, but 
the only person who really cares what you do in this 
book is you. That’s the point! Remember; it’s a frickin 
sketch book and they’re built for privacy. So enjoy this 
escape from consequence and start making some marks 
like no one is looking. Be in the moment.

This is a diff erent kind of  coloring book. 
Actually, this isn’t even a coloring book in the usual 
sense. It’s more of  a, do whatever the heck you want to do, 
but maybe try some shading book. Sure, you’re welcome to 
grab your kid’s stubby colored pencils and start fi lling 
in shapes with rainbow hippie colors. But to progress 
to the status of  artist, one must learn how to shade. 
The art element is called value, and it, more than any 
other element of  art, off ers the most transformative 
and powerful communicator of  artistic competency. 
Why not go a little further and improve your shading 
skills while losing yourself  in a creative activity? You’ve 
got nothing to lose, after all, if  your fi nished, freshly 
shaded drawings look like road kill. Just turn the page 
and start shading the next page, and the next, and the 
next. It’s the process that matters most. Like you did 
to that aggravating 7th grader in middle school, take 
your ego, throw it in a locker, and shut the door. You 

won’t kill your pride trying something new and failing 
miserably. There are air holes in that metal locker. Just 
gently confi ne it for a little while then run to a quiet 
space and start shading. (The inappropriate metaphorical 
reference to your ego and throwing an innocent person into a 
locker is simply there for impact. If  you take off ense to this, my 
nice self  wants to apologize, but my honest self  wants to tell 
you to lighten up. If  you were forced to spend time in a locker 
against your will, it’s entirely possible that you deserved it). If  
your mark-making sucks, close the book, release your 
vanity from its holding cell, go back to improving 
your social media status, and hit this shading thing 
again tomorrow. It’s a learned skill and takes time. 

Why Shade?

Coloring books, and the relaxing escape that they 
provide, are a wonderful thing. When you’re neatly 
fi lling in shapes with color, it becomes easy to lose track 
of  time. But more and more, making things gives way 
to consuming things. Terms like ‘handmade’ and ‘well 
crafted’ have been replaced by, “You gotta see this 
new Netfl ix show I binged for 8 hours last weekend!” 
Or, “Hey guys! Did you see the deal on imported silk 
men’s thong underwear on Amazon? Great deal! Here, 
let me show you!” Pants drop, everyone rushes out 
of  the room, and you’re left alone in a contemplative 
state wondering if  buying things is indeed better than 
creating things. Consuming does not defi ne who we are, 
but we’re doing our damnedest to measure ourselves by 
the things we have while gazing at screens telling us 
what to buy, feel, think, and watch. Enough already! 
Exhale and take your creativity to the next level. Start 
shading. 

Now the easy, feel-good thing to say is that 
everybody is an artist. Others go so far as to lump 
everything into the category of  art. But if  everything 
is art, then nothing really stands out as art, and there 
are no artists. I for one, still look forward to museum 
and gallery visits. They are special places containing 
special objects that transport us, challenge us, and leave 
us staring in awe at the skill and imagination of  the 
individuals who created it. Let’s face it. If  everything 
was art, we would lose interest because, like most of  
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our surrounding world, art would become lost in the 
bustle and blur of  everyday living. Art must stand 
apart from the everyday in order to be appreciated. 
Artists must distinguish themselves from everyone 
else in their use of  unique skills that not everyone has 
in their possession. The act of  seeing instead of  just 
looking is a narrative stimulated best by artists and art 
thinking. And if  you know how to shade, then you’re 
10 steps closer to accurately calling yourself  an artist.

Sound Like An Artist (even if  you aren’t one):

There’s not a lot that the art world agrees upon. Thank 
God for that! If  everyone accepted one or two criteria 
as the defi nition of  good art, then everyone’s work would 
look pretty much the same and art would no longer 
be creative. There are, however, a collection of  terms 
that artists use to form a common visual language. The 
elements of  art and principles of  design are the fall back 
words that creatives use to evaluate works of  art. Every 
physical object (including art objects) contains, to some 
degree, the elements of  line, shape, color, texture, form, 
space, and value. The principles of  design refer to 
how those art elements are arranged in a composition 
and create visual/emotional impact. Unity, rhythm, 
movement, and repetition are a few of  the design 
principles applied by the artists in this book. It’s one 
thing to master technique using the building blocks of  
art (Elements), but it’s another thing to arrange those 
elements into visually striking (or at least less shitty) 
compositions (Principles of  Design) and call yourself  
an artist. You gotta’ start somewhere.

How to Use This Book:

First and foremost, be an observer. We’ll focus on 
fi ve diff erent mark-making techniques; hatching, 
crosshatching, stippling, scribbling, and scumbling, 
but go ahead and be a radical nut and make your 
own marks if  you want. While taking notice of  the 
lights and darks in the reference images, pause to 

see the play of  light cast on surfaces and textures. 
You may fi nd yourself  noticing how light behaves in 
the real world which leads to the realization that we 
need light and shadow to create form, and illustrating 
3-dimensional form on a 2-dimensional plane is a 
powerful way to communicate. Practice, practice, 
practice! There’s a lot of  blank space in here. Use it. 

I’d suggest everyday pencils and ball point 
pens as the tools to use. With these, you will fi nd that 
there are essentially two ways to draw gradients from 
white to black. The fi rst method of  controlling value 
involves density of  marks. More marks make for darker 
shades. The second is pressure. Pushing harder makes 
for darker shaded areas. You’ll be surprised how 
quickly your hand develops drawing instincts to the 
point of  not having to consciously think about it. The 
shading and illusion of  3D space just starts happening.

The cool thing here is that all you really need 
to think about is the value gradient in a given space 
since lines do the work of  defi ning shapes and they’re 
already there. You shouldn’t have a problem with size 
and proportions in accurately rendering the subject, 
and that, more than anything, is probably the thing 
that exposes one’s fragile ego and artistic vulnerabilities 
and scares people away from developing their drawing 
skills. The Creative Sanity artists have already composed 
the design principles, so your job is to fi ll in the shapes 
with light, medium, and dark shades. We’re going to 
focus on the art element of  value to keep it simple. 
Value refers to the lightness or darkness within an 
artwork, so the idea is to pay attention to the whites, 
the blacks, and every shade of  grey in between. I’ll go 
ahead and broach the inappropriate racial metaphor, 
but yes, you’re tasked with making sure that all of  
the values get along well, be they white, black, or any 
mix of  the two (greys), in order to create a unifi ed 
work. We’ll go more international with references 
to racial harmony in the book that focuses on color.
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Practice Page Guide
Play area

Play area. Play area.

Shade this form. Light source 
top right, like the sphere. 

Use these warm-up shader shapes and forms to 
practice the di� erent marking strokes.

Shade this form. Light source 
top right, like the sphere. 

Fill in the value scale with a 
shading technique, light to 
dark.
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Getting Started:
If  you know how to hold a pencil, then you can learn how to shade a 
drawing. Sure, some people are blessed with a visual/spacial intelligence 
(talent) that allows them to develop drawing skills at a faster rate 
than others, but they still need to practice and get better at what they 
are trying to do. If  you have two eyes and a brain, you can do this!

Check out the spherical looking shapes below. They started out as 
simple circular shapes then morphed into what appears to be a collection of  
3-dimensional forms by way of  applying diff erent kinds of  marks. Our eyes 
need light and shadow to interpret the world. The same rules apply when 
we’re trying to reproduce aspects of  that world in art. We need to understand 
how light behaves in order to successfully shade stuff . So here’s your question: 
From what direction is the light casting its energy on these spherical forms? If   
you answered ‘top right’, then you’re ahead of  the game and ready to dive in.

5 Shading Techniques

This guided sketchbook is a safe place to explore and bend some 
rules. Make marks, screw up doing it, and then try again. Not that you 
need it, but you have permission to make mistakes. It’s how we learn. The 
idea is to consciously practice and think through the diff erent aspects of  
shading until you get good enough to ‘unthink’ it, let go, and act on instinct. 
Above all, just lose yourself  in the process and quit worrying about results. 
A relaxed focus on the shading process will result in an organic progression 
of  improved skill. Exhale and enjoy.

Hatching

Scumble Stipple

Cross Hatch Scribble
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Mitch Christofferson

The best part is, entering this zone of  creative disconnect is so 
simple. You really just have to sit down and start. Pick up a 
pencil and a piece of  paper, or put one foot in front of  the other 
on a trail and start snapping photos of  your surroundings.

Creative outlets enable me to completely disconnect 
from it all. It’s a chance to forget what time it is or 

to put the phone aside for a while and just be consumed 
in thought, intent, and creativeness.
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The paintings are representational with a dash of  abstraction. I 
record the pattern of  colored shapes. When I step back, the shapes 
coalesce into things, people and places. It feels like magic.

I paint for the same reason birds sing - to express the joy 
of  being alive. By this I mean, painting is in my nature 

and being a painter is the part I play in the world order. Just 
as the song bird delights us with her trills, the paintings are 
meant to uplift and inspire. 

Trisha Adams
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Ramtin Firouzian

Whenever I have my camera with me, I look for my 
drawings in the street or anywhere else. 

If  I get the chance and see a scene like a poem, my heart 
rate goes up and I take a photo.

Just after I take a picture, I get an indescribable feeling that I 
guess only poets and writers have experienced; a feeling like a 
moment someone survives a fatal accident and sits amazed on 
the ground.
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Jim Musil

I love that strong personal connection I have with my paintings 
and I hope it comes through to someone looking at it.

When I paint, I am under the spell of  the brush. Who 
knows where my mind will go but I wander willingly. 

My paintings are celebrations of  things that are meaningful to 
me -- a favorite place or perhaps a fond object in my life.
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Shading Session


